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ABSTRACT
In today’s internet world, Malicious and malfunctioning contents
from the internet are regular problems for host systems such as
Smartphones, Desktops, Clouds etc. Almost all underlying oper-
ating systems provide security from most of the threats. However,
we need to add some extra defense to our system. Sandboxing is
an important security technique that lets programs run in its iso-
lated environment. A sandbox is a tightly controlled environment
where programs run. It provides access to a tightly controlled set
of resources for programs, such as memory, scratch space on the
disk, network access, and input devices. A program running in the
sandbox has just as many permissions as it needs without having
additional permissions that could be misused. Sandbox restricts a
program to access resources outside the sandbox. Sandbox prevents
malicious or malfunctioning programs from accessing rest of the
system.
Nowadays, most of the mobile operating systems, desktop ap-
plications like web browsers, browser plugins, document view-
ers and cloud computing systems are using sandboxing mech-
anism to run applications. For the implementation of the sand-
boxing mechanism, software vendors rely on underlying operat-
ing system security features. There are different ways and ap-
proaches that can be used to implement sandbox mechanisms.
This paper highlights the Linux security features such as Ch-
root, Cgroups, Capabilities, SCI, Namespaces, Seccomp, Resource
Limit, LSMs such as SELinux, Virtualization and grsecurity that
can be used in the implementation of the sandboxing mechanism.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In today’s globally networked society, security is a general term for
everyone, from the individual user to the corporate giants. Security
is important because the number of attacks against systems are in-
creasing rapidly. Malicious content coming from the internet are a
regular problem for host systems. Nature of problems is same for
Smartphones, Desktops and Cloud Systems. The malicious content
such as viruses, trojans, malwares, adwares, ransomwares etc. and
vulnerabilities in the systems are major threats for Smartphones,

Desktops and Cloud Systems. [28, 55, 32] Traditional operating
system security features provide security from most of the threats.
However, we need to add some extra defense to our systems. Sand-
boxing is an important security mechanism that lets programs and
processes run in its isolated environment. Sandbox isolate running
the program from host operating system and other running pro-
grams on the system. Sandbox is an environment where the pro-
gram can only access restricted set of resources. It is a way to re-
strict a program’s ability to access resources. It is different from
access control applied to running processes. Typically sandboxes
only apply to programs explicitly launched into a sandbox, where
as traditional access control methods apply to all programs.[34, 46]
The sandboxing is based on prevention instead of detection in the
case of security. Most of the sandboxes provide isolation based ap-
proach where the program running in a sandbox is entirely iso-
lated from resources outside the sandbox and programs running
outside the sandbox. For this approach operating system features
such as chroot, secomp, namespaces, cgroups, capabilities, hyper-
visor based virtualization, container based virtualization etc. can
be used. Instead of completely focusing on isolating application,
rule based approach aims to control what each application is au-
thorized to do. This approach allows to applications to share the
resources.[46]
For the implementation of the sandbox, software vendors rely on
underlying operating system security features. So each software
has different sandbox implementation for the underlying operat-
ing system. For example, Chrome has three different sandbox im-
plementations for Linux, Mac and Windows[1]. It is believed that
Linux systems are more protected and secure than Microsoft Win-
dows. So Linux implementation of the sandbox is more powerful
than windows. In this paper we discuss sandboxing mechanism on
the Linux platform. Discussion on sandboxing on other platforms
is not the part of this paper.

2. THREAT MODEL
As untrusted applications on the internet are increasing rapidly, it’s
extremely difficult to identify a benign application from a malicious
application. Traditional operating system security features and an-
tivirus solutions do not detect these malicious programs in real
times. There are significant amount of applications on the internet
claiming to be useful but contain viruses, trojans, malwares, ran-
somware and other malicious codes. These malicious contents can
gain the access of host system, steal data on host machine such as
userids , passwords, photos, videos etc, display unwanted contents
such as advertisements , degrade system performance, crash system
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or other applications running on the system, make the network call
such as send SMS, or access system resources such as camera of
smartphone or computer for malicious purpose.[28, 55, 32]
Malicious programs can exploit the vulnerabilities in the system to
attack a host system. Attacks such as Injection, Broken Authentica-
tion and Session Management, Cross Site Scripting, Buffer Over-
flow, Sensitive Data Exposure, Cross Site Request Forgery etc use
the vulnerabilities in the system.[28, 55, 32] Malicious program in-
jects its own code into the address space of the process. Thereafter
it tries to execute the above said code with which it can get super
user privilege either in process or kernel. Therefore the main task
is:

—to prevent the malware from injecting code into the process or
kernel.

—not to allow the execution of the malware code which may have
been attached to some area of process or kernel memory.

This can be achieved by preventing the malicious program from
getting detailed layout. This can be achieved by Address space
layout randomization. Even if malware successful in attaching its
code to process or kernel, this malicious code should not be al-
lowed to execute by having non executable stack and heap seg-
ments. Also, exploitation of the vulnerability may lead to privilege
escalation. Privilege escalation is an act of gaining additional privi-
leges in which unprivileged user gains super user privileges.[45, 52]
A rootkit is special kind of malicious software that utilizes the priv-
ilege escalation.[3] Zero-day attacks are the another types of attack
which is based on vulnerabilities that are not known or fixed yet.
Various errors occur during writing the software and then elimi-
nated by testing and real life usage. If software is insufficiently
tested, cause number of problems specially operating system in-
fections caused by malwares. These errors are often found after at-
tackers have managed to abuse the fault. Subsequently, the software
vender releases a patch and updates to remove the errors. The sys-
tem remains infected because the attack has already happened.[13]
To enhance the display of websites or to make websites dynamic
on the client side, JavaScript and Java Applets are used by web
developers. JavaScript and Java Applets can also be used for ma-
licious purpose. Nowadays, using JavaScript maliciously has be-
come a major threat to client Machines.[9, 39, 35, 22, 14]
Nature of problems is same for Smartphones, Desktops and Clouds.
All the above security related issues are major threats to Smart-
phones, Desktops and Clouds.

3. WHY SANDBOXING
The untrusted content from the internet needs to run in the re-
stricted environment so that it can not affect the rest of the system.
Sandbox is an important security technique that runs untrusted con-
tent in an isolated environment. To protect from malicious content,
most of the mobile operating systems, Desktop applications such
as Browsers, Document Viewers, Audio/Video players and Cloud
systems use sandboxing mechanisms.
Smartphones have become pervasive due to the availability of In-
ternet, Office Applications, Vehicle Guidance applications, Games,
Multimedia services etc. The increased popularity of smartphones
and associated monetary benefits attracted malware developers.
Smartphones are vulnerable to spywares, viruses and phishing at-
tacks as are home computers. The easiest way to compromise the
security of the smartphone is downloaded Apps. Malicious down-
loaded Apps can steal the data of the other Apps or crash other
Apps or the Operating System. Most of the mobile operating sys-
tems run their apps in a sandbox. A sandbox isolates apps from the

host system as well as isolates app from other apps so that one app
can not access the other App’s data. Also, sandbox restricts unau-
thorized access to system resources by Apps.[20, 29]
The visited web sites or downloaded contents such as pdf docu-
ments or softwares can contain malicious contents such as mal-
wares, viruses, adwares, spywares, ransomwares etc. Most of the
Desktop applications such as web browsers, document viewers[24],
browser plugins[43] etc run the content in the sandbox to restrict
access to rest of the system. The web page can contain javascript
or java applet code. This codes can be used for malicious pur-
pose. The Browser sandbox restricts JavaScript code from access-
ing critical portions of the page’s DOM, stealing cookies and nav-
igating the page to the malicious site.[39, 35, 22] The JVM sand-
box restricts the applets from performing many dangerous activ-
ities, such as file system or network access or the ability to ex-
ecute applications.[22, 14] Browser plugins such as adobe flash
player, displays content like videos, audios, online games and pre-
sentations that are made in proprietary formats. Mostly these con-
tent come from the internet. The plugins run the contents loaded
by browser in sandbox.[43] Today, document viewers like adobe
reader have their own sandbox implementation. In adobe all the
pdf files run in sandbox, preventing them from leaving pdf viewer
and tampering with the rest of your system.[24]
In Cloud computing computations and resources are shared at a low
cost but at the same time it possesses many security risks. In a cloud
computing scenario, different classes of participants are service in-
stances, service users, and the cloud providers. Attack surface be-
tween service instant and user is vulnerable to all kinds of attacks
possible in client server architecture such as injection, buffer over-
flow, or privilege escalation etc. Attack surface between service in-
stance and cloud provider is also vulnerable to Denial-of-Services,
resource exhaustion attacks, attacks on the cloud system hypervisor
etc. Most of the Cloud Computing leverages virtualization for load
balancing. Also, Virtualization provides some security. However,
cloud security can be improved by integrating sandboxing mecha-
nism in cloud infrastructure.[45, 23, 58, 19, 26, 27]

4. ARCHITECTURE OF SANDBOX

Sandbox Sandbox

Permitted
Resources

Permitted
Resources

Sandboxed
Process

Sandboxed
Process

Processes Resources

Fig. 1. Isolation based sandbox

Sandbox is an environment where the program can only access re-
stricted set of resources. It is a way to restrict a program’s ability to
access the resources. It is different from access control applied to
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all running processes. Typically sandboxes only apply to programs
explicitly launched into a sandbox. Programs that are outside the
sandbox are free to access any resources.[46]

Sandbox

Sandboxed
Process

Process

Resources

Access mediated
by policy

Access

Fig. 2. Rule based sandbox

Most of the sandboxes provide isolation based approach where pro-
gram running in the sandbox is entirely isolated from the resources
and the programs running outside the sandbox. Instead of focusing
on completely isolating the applications, rule based approach aims
to control what each application is authorized to do. This approach
allows applications to share the resources.[46]
The sandboxing is based on prevention instead of detection in the
case of security. Usually, sandboxing is used to prevent applications
from harming the host system or leaking information (for example,
stealing credit card numbers or passwords). Below is a list of some
of the sandbox design goals:

(1) Sandbox must restrict access to files outside the sandbox. This
can be done by using access control methods or changing the
root of the directory.[15]

(2) Sandbox must restrict resources particularly, memory and CPU
time to prevent malicious content from blocking the whole
system. A Sandbox must avoid exhaustion of memory, which
could cause other parts of the system to fail. There is no tra-
ditional UNIX mechanism to control memory consumption by
the process. Strlimit system call can be used to limit the total
available memory space and CPU time.[4]

(3) Sandbox must limit the total number of processes to avoid
overloading of the task scheduler.[4]

(4) Sandbox must monitor and control the Inter process Commu-
nication.

(5) Sandbox must control communication of the process over the
network.

(6) There are many system calls which suspend the program until
some event occurs. None of these system calls compromise
system security, but they can lock up the grading system for
the indefinite amount of time. To avoid that, sandbox limit not
only execution time but also the time elapsed on a wall clock
(independent clock measuring real time).

(7) Sandbox should control the process’s access to system time.

5. EXISTING SANDBOXING MECHANISMS
For the implementation of the sandbox, software venders rely on
underlying operating system security features. So each software
has different sandbox implementation for the underlying operating
system. For example, Chrome has three different sandbox imple-
mentation for Linux, Mac and Windows. It is believed that Linux
systems are more protected and secure than Microsoft Windows.
So Linux implementation of the sandbox is more powerful than
Windows. In this paper we discuss sandboxing mechanisms on the
Linux platform. Discussion on sandboxing on the other platform’s
is not the part of this paper.
There are different ways and approaches that can be used to imple-
ment sandbox mechanisms. Operating system security features for
isolation and access control that can be used in sandboxing mech-
anisms are summarized as follows Chroot, Seccomp-bpf, System
Call Interposition, Resource limit, Linux security modules, Names-
paces, Cgroups, Capabilities, Hypervisor based virtualization and
Container based virtualization.

5.1 Chroot

bin etc var home

user1 user2 user3temp

bin etc var home

temp

/root

Confined environment

Fig. 3. Chroot

Chroot is a mechanism implemented in Linux system to change the
root directory of a current running process to any specified direc-
tory. It is used to create confined environment also called as a jail.
The process can change root directory to any specified directory by
calling chroot system call. The program running in such a modified
environment i.e. confined environment sees the given directory as
its new root and cannot have access to files outside new root direc-
tory e.g. if process chroots to /user1 then /user1 becomes root direc-
tory of the current process and its children. If process tries to access
/etc/temp then it will access /user1/etc/temp not etc/temp.(see fig-
ure 3) This mechanism works only with the file system and does
not protect other sensitive resources like network sockets and sys-
tem devices.
To start chrooted program normally, new root directory must be
populated with a required minimum set of resources such as scratch
space, device nodes, configuration files, and shared libraries. This
makes it difficult to use chroot as a sandboxing mechanism.
During the development of Unix version 7,the chroot system call
was introduced and on 18, March 1982 added to BSD by Bill joy.
Creating sandbox using chroot system call is not easy and secure.
The free BSD jail mechanism proposed by Watson and Kamp is a
better option than chroot jail.[15]
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5.2 seccomp
seccomp is a security facility built in a Linux kernel. It provides
application sandboxing mechanism in the Linux kernel. It was in-
cluded in the Linux kernel on 8 march 2008 in kernel version
2.6.12. This mode is enabled using system call seccomp(2) or
prctl(2). The process running in this mode can make only four sys-
tem calls which are exit(), sigreturn(), read() and write(). If the pro-
cess attempts any other system call the kernel terminates the pro-
cess with SIGKILL. This does not virtualize the system resources
but isolates the process from other processes entirely. seccomp-bpf
is an extension to seccomp in which system calls are filtered using
Berkeley Packet Filter rules. This mechanism is used in Chromium
browser which is an open source project of Google, Chrome os,
OpenSSH and vsftpd.[11]

5.3 System Call Interposition
Malicious programs usually make system calls to harm the system.
Application’s interaction with the file system, network and other
system sensitive resources need to be monitored and regulated. Sys-
tem call interface is a natural place to security checks and enforces
the security policies. System call interposition(SCI) is a powerful
mechanism for monitoring and regulating program behavior by in-
tercepting system calls. It helps the programmer to take the control
over a process. So SCI technique can be used in sandboxing.
There are different ways to implement SCI services. purelibc can
be used to trace the system call generated by itself. ptrace system
call can be used to monitor and control the execution of other pro-
cesses. There are a number of sandboxes based on system call in-
terposition. Janus is one of the sandboxing mechanism which is
based on system call interposition. BlueBox uses ptrace to monitor
system calls and enforces the specified security rules. [18, 37]

5.4 Cgroups
Cgroup is a Linux kernel security feature that limits and isolates
resource’s usage like network memory, CPU, disk io, etc. Basically
cgroup is a group of processes with specific limits and usage counts
assigned to the group. The uses of cgroup are accounting, limita-
tion, prioritization and isolation. Accounting measures how much
of a given resource is used, isolation provides different views of the
resources available in the system to different processes, limitation
asserts that process will not use too much of the given resources and
prioritization makes sure that some processes have higher/lower
priority in accessing certain resources. Many projects use cgroups
as their basis, including Docker, Lxc, Hadoop etc.[5, 33]

5.5 Capabilities
The UNIX-style user privileges come in two varieties, privileged
processes and unprivileged processes. Privileged processes are also
referred as root users whose effective user ID is zero and unprivi-
leged processes have effective UID as nonzero. Unprivileged pro-
cesses undergo full permission checking based on the process’s cre-
dentials (usually: effective UID, effective GID and supplementary
group list) while privileged processes bypass all kernel permission
checks. The power of unprivileged process is quite limited and the
privileged processes are very powerful. If a process needs more
power than those of unprivileged processes, the process generally
run with the root privilege. Unfortunately, most of the times the pro-
cesses do not need all the privileges. In other words, they become
more powerful than what they needed to be. This can cause serious
risk when a process gets compromised. Linux kernel (Since ver-

sion 2.2) divides superuser privileges into groups called Capabili-
ties These Capabilities allow the unprivileged process to run with
restricted root privileges.[2, 6]

5.6 Resource Limit
This feature is introduced in the Linux to limit the process’s
use of system resources like CPU, memory, number of open file
descriptors etc. The setrlimit() and getrlimit() are system calls to
set and get resource limits respectively. The prlimit system call
can be used for both get and set the resource limit of a process.
The prlimit system call extends and combines the functionality of
getrlimit and setrlimit. Each resource has associated limits called
soft and hard limit, as defined by the rlimit structure. The stucture
of rlimit provides a tool to the administrator for the resource limit.

struct rlimit
{

rlim t rlim cur;
rlim t rlim max;

};

The variable rlim cur defines soft limit and variable rlim max de-
fines hard limit that the kernel enforces for the corresponding re-
source. An unprivileged process can change its soft limit to a value
less than equal to the hard limit. An unprivileged process can lower
its hard limit to a value greater than or equal to its soft limit. The
only privileged process can raise the hard limit. [4]

5.7 Namespace
In Linux kernel, namespace provides the ability to isolate groups
of processes. Each Linux process is associated with a namespace.
The process can only see and access resources which associated to
their namespace. Linux supports six types of namespaces:

5.7.1 IPC namespaces:. IPC namespaces isolate certain inter-
process communication resources, namely, POSIX message queues
and System V IPC objects. IPC namespace allows access to objects
created in the namespace to all the processes associated with that
namespace but not to processes associated with other namespaces.
Thus, IPC namespace provides restrictions on the communication
of processes associated with one namespace to the processes asso-
ciated with other namespaces.

5.7.2 Network namespaces: . Network namespaces isolate sys-
tem resources associated with networking such as IPV6 and IPV4
protocol stacks, network devices, IP routing tables, port numbers
(sockets) and so on. A physical network device belongs to exactly
one network namespace. Network namespace isolates network re-
sources associated with one namespace from other namespaces.

5.7.3 Mount namespaces:. It is a set of file system mount points
visible to processes associated with that namespace. It isolates the
set of file system mount points, in other words processes in differ-
ent mount namespaces can have different views of the filesystem
hierarchy. Creating mount namespace has an effect same as doing
Chroot. But Chroot does not give complete isolation and its effects
are restricted to root mount points only.

5.7.4 PID namespaces:. Because of the Linux namespaces, it be-
came possible to have multiple nested process trees. Each process
tree can have its own isolated set of processes. Process in a child
namespace doesn’t know the existence of processes in the parent
namespace and the sibling namespace. However, process in the par-
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ent namespace can see the process in the child namespace. PID
namespaces ensure that the process in one PID namespace cannot
inspect or kill the process in the other PID namespaces.

5.7.5 User namespaces:. A user namespaces isolate security re-
lated attributes and identifiers, such as UIDs and GIDs, the root di-
rectory, keys and capabilities. A process’s group ID and user ID can
be different inside and outside the user namespace. In particular, a
process can have non-zero user ID outside name space i.e. unprivi-
leged for operations outside the namespace while at the same time
zero user ID inside the namespace i.e. full privileges for operations
inside the namespace.

5.7.6 UTS namespaces:. UTS namespaces provide isolation of
two system identifiers, NIS domain name and host name. Each UTS
namespace has its own UTS related information. In the context of
the containers, the UTS namespace allows each container to have
its own hostname and NIS domain name. [7, 41]

5.8 Hypervisor Based Virtualization

Virtual Virtual Virtual
Hardware Hardware Hardware

Guest OS Guest OS Guest OS

Applications Applications Applications

VM VM VM

Hyperviser

Operating System

Hardware

Fig. 4. Hypervisor Based Virtualization

Hypervisor based virtualization is considered to be the most se-
cure and the robust mechanism for sandboxing applications. In this
type of virtualization, physical hardware is multiplexed between
multiple virtual operating environments called virtual nodes or vir-
tual machines. In hypervisor-based virtualization, each virtual node
contains a separate operating system called the guest operating sys-
tem as shown in figure 4. Hypervisor is a layer between the virtual
node and the host operating system. The guest operating system
communicates to the host operating system through the hypervisor.
Hypervisor such as Xen, vSphere or KVM etc isolates guest oper-
ating systems from the host operating system and from other guest
operating systems. So malicious application running on a virtual
node cannot affect the host system and the applications running on
other virtual nodes. [42, 40, 50, 54]

5.9 Container Based Virtualization
Container-based virtualization is a lightweight alternative to the
hypervisor-based virtualization. It is also called as operating sys-
tem level virtualization. Container based virtualization virtualizes
the user space resources, allowing a separate instance of the virtual
environment called container to be created but shares the same one

Container Container Container

Separate

User
Space

Separate

User
Space

Separate

User
Space

Kernel

Hardware

Fig. 5. Container based Virtualization

operating system kernel as shown in figure 5. Unlike hypervisor-
based virtualization instead of running entire guest operating sys-
tem, container-based virtualization isolates guest operating systems
but doesn’t virtualize the hardware. Even though all the virtual en-
vironments are running on top of the same kernel, they have their
own memory, file system, processes, devices etc. One or more pro-
cesses can run in a container. Containers confine the process along
with required resources with no access to resources outside the con-
tainer. Thus, container-based virtualization isolates the processes
running in one container from the host system and the processes
running in the other containers. [54, 50]
Many container-based virtualization platforms exist, such as
lxc[31], Docker[53], OpenVZ [25], VServer [36], Google’s con-
tainer platform lmctfy.[16]

5.10 Linux Security Module

Application

Linux Kernel

System call layer

LSM Hook
Linux

Security
Module

e.g. SELinux

Resources

Fig. 6. Linux Security Module

The existing access control mechanisms in the operating systems
are inadequate to provide strong system security. In DAC, owner
of the resource controls access to the resource by other interested
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applications. Whereas in MAC, system controls access to the re-
sources. DAC provide more flexible environment than MAC but
DAC has some weaknesses like it can not restrict setuid programs
or system daemons that run with root identity.
LSM (Linux security module ) is general purpose, lightweight
access control framework that enables many different access
control modules to be plugged into the Linux kernel as load-
able kernel modules. LSM allows modules to mediate access
to kernel objects by placing hooks at various points within the
kernel(see figure 6). The existing access control modules include
SElinux, TOMOYO, AppArmor, Yama, SMACK etc. that are ac-
cepted in the official Linux kernel. Most of the sandboxes use these
modules to enforce MAC policy on sandboxed process. [38, 56, 12]

5.10.1 SELinux:. In SELinux, security labels are assigned to all
objects on a system such as files and processes. LSM frame-
work passes all the security related interactions between objects
to SELinux module which checks its security policy and deter-
mines whether the operation should deny or allow. SELinux se-
curity policy is loaded from the user space. SELinux security pol-
icy can be customized to meet a range of different security goals.
SELinux was created in Dec 2000 by NSA and available as part
of RHEL 4 and all future releases. SELinux is adopted as a stan-
dard feature by Fedora-based distributions. Debian Linux kernel
has support for SELinux but by default it is disabled. Ubuntu
8.04 and later versions have support for SELinux. OpenSUSE has
support for SELinux but by default, AppArmor is enabled. An-
droid operating system uses SELinux as MAC mechanism in its
Sandbox.[49, 10, 47, 57]

5.10.2 SMACK:. Relative to SELinux, SMACK provides a sim-
ple form of MAC security. Like SELinux, it is also implemented
as a label-based scheme. Also, smack security policy is customiz-
able to achieve different security goals. SMACK has been officially
adopted since the release of Linux 2.6.25. It is the main access con-
trol mechanism in the MeeGo mobile operating system. It is gener-
ally used in embedded systems such as Philips Digital TV products
and Wind River Linux solutions. It is also used in the Tizen mobile
operating sandbox.[10, 44, 17]

5.10.3 AppArmor:. It is a MAC mechanism for confining appli-
cations and designed to be simple to manage. Unlike SELinux and
SMACK security policy is applied to pathname instead of direct
labeling of objects. In learning mode of AppArmor security be-
havior of the application is observed and automatically converted
into a security profile. AppArmor was created by Immunix inc. In
1998, AppArmor was first used in the Immunix operating system.
AppArmor is included in openSUSE and SUSE, and default en-
abled in openSUSE 10.1 and in SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10.
AppArmor was first successfully integrated for Ubuntu in April
2007. AppArmor hardening continued to improve in Ubuntu as
it is integrated with profiles for its guest sessions, libvirt virtual
machines, the Evince document viewer, and an optional Firefox
profile.[47, 12, 30]

5.10.4 TOMOYO:. It is another MAC mechanism. Similar to Ap-
pArmor, implements path based security instead of direct labeling
of the objects. In learning mode of TOMOYO, similar to AppAr-
mor behavior of the application is observed to generate the secu-
rity policy. TOMOYO Linux is not for users expecting ready-made
policy files supplied by others. It creates the policy from scratch,
aided by the learning mode which can automatically generate pol-
icy files with necessary and sufficient permissions for a specific

system. TOMOYO is proposed for the end users rather than system
administrators, although it has not yet seen any appreciable adop-
tion. It provides a more customized layer of security and co-exists
with AppArmor. It is merged in the Linux kernel 2.6.30 as ”To-
moyo Linux 2.x”. [57, 48]

5.10.5 Yama:. Yama is not a MAC scheme. In Yama, miscella-
neous DAC security enhancements are collected, typically from ex-
ternal projects such as grsecurity. In Yama, enhanced restrictions on
ptrace are implemented. Yama module may be stacked with other
LSMs in a similar manner to the capabilities module.[8]

5.11 grsecurity
grsecurity patches provide extensive security enhancement to the
Linux kernel.
Pax is a main component of grsecurity which flags program mem-
ory as non-writeable, data memory as non-executable and ran-
domly organizes the memory. This prevents executable memory
from being overwritten with injected malicious code. This prevents
many security exploits such as buffer overflow.
RBAC (role based access control system) is an another important
component of grsecurity intended to restrict access to the system
further than access control normally provided by UNIX access con-
trol list. It creates a fully least privileged system where processes
and users have minimum privileges. This reduces the ability of the
attackers to gain or damage sensitive information on the system.
Another feature of grsecurity includes changing root restriction that
prevents attacks such as privilege escalation attacks. [51, 21]

6. CONCLUSION
Traditional operating system security features and antivirus solu-
tions cannot protect operating system and processes from mali-
cious programs. Sandboxing is an important security mechanism
which along with traditional operating system security, adds extra
defense to the system. It protects the applications from malicious
programs in all the systems right from Smartphone, Desktops to
the Clouds. For the implementation of the sandboxing mechanism
underlying operating system features such as Chroot, Namespace,
Seccomp, Cgroups, Capabilities, SCI, Resource Limit, Virtualiza-
tion and LSM can be used. Beside this grsecurity patch provide
security enhancement to the Linux kernel that can be used in the
implementation of sandboxing mechanism.
To provide security to the Linux-based operating system steps need
to be taken at two levels user level and kernel level. In the case
of user level programs, executable files should be created in such a
way that user stack and data area (such as heap area) should have no
executable permission. Therefore compiler and linker-loader have
to play an important role in order to provide above features. Even if
malicious code gets executed, its activity can be limited to execute
only limited less sensitive system calls by using seccomp mecha-
nism. This disallows execution of system call like setuid(), thereby
preventing super user privileges. Furthermore, malicious code can
be prevented from accessing the root file system by having names-
pace mechanism. Linux extends concept of namespace to the other
OS layers such as PIDs, users, IPC, networking etc., so a specific
process can live in a container with a new group of pids, a new set
of users, a completely unshared IPC system (semaphores, shared
memory etc.), a dedicated network interface and its own hostname.
At the kernel level, different memory areas are to be laid out using
proper Address Space Layout Randomization techniques (ASLR).
So that malicious program can not identify the various regions of
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the process. If above said futures are incorporated in the system,
the complete operating system should remain more secure.
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